Strategy vs Operations: How You
Can Manage Both Simultaneously
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Strategy and operations are vital elements of business success, yet very few leaders, managers, business
owners have the time and headspace to continually manage both simultaneously.
Operations may seem like the easiest element of an organisation to manage, it is certainly more tangible and
predictable as it is in the here and now, or in the not too distant future. There is a sense of control that washes
over when managing day to day, week to week and month to month.
However, the downside to becoming so comfortable in the operations of the organisation is that you can
quickly lose control when natural disasters strike, or a crisis occurs… or your supply chain fails, or you lose
resources, or the market shifts and you struggle to keep up.
Looking at strategy to many seems idealistic, fluffy, a guide. It is for the most part intangible, assessing the
‘what ifs’ and the ‘what could be’ can seem like a waste of time when the now is so important.

“Strategy and operations are like
two sides of a coin. One cannot
exist without the other, both sides
create a coin, and the coin has
no value until both sides
are stamped correctly”.

Looking at both sides of the coin has never been more important for survival. This worksheet will show you
how you can work strategically and operationally simultaneously.

THE SECTOR/INDUSTRY
The art of looking at strategy and operations is to view activity and possibilities across the short term and
long term. If we review the short term 0-24months, mid term 2-5yrs, long term 5-8yrs looking over areas of
trends, audience needs and customer desires.
Outline in the table below the activities and possibilities in relation to your sector / industry.
Eg. short term trend for the technology sector would be voice activated purchasing, mid term trend would
be acceptance of cryptocurrency as payment, long term trend would be integration of AI experience.
Activity

Short Term

Mid Term

Trends
Audience
Needs
Customer
Desire
What are 3 areas your organisation can focus on in the short term?
1.

2.

3.

What are 3 areas your organisation can focus on in the mid term?
1.

2.

3.

What are 3 areas your organisation can focus on in the long term?
1.

2.

3.

Long Term

ORGANISATIONAL SKILLS & RESOURCES
The ability to view your organisation with a fresh perspective is highly underrated. Looking at the trajectory
of the sector / industry and assessing the short, mid and long term activities would start to highlight some
of the actions needed internally to build your capacity.
Capacity building now and into the future will be the difference between succeeding and falling behind
your competitors, you can deep dive into capacity building through this article;
Building Back as the Best and Brightest: A Guide to Capacity Building
Outline in the table below the activities and possibilities in relation to skill and resources available to you.
Eg. What can you remove, outsource, insource, automate or re-engineer from your operations?
What is no longer serving the organisation financially? What is causing stress? Bringing unnecessary
pressure on the organisation?
Activity

Short Term

Mid Term

Long Term

Remove

Outsource

Insource

Automate

Re-engineer

List 3 actions you must do to remove the above mentioned activity from your organisation?
1.
2.
3.

List 3 companies you can outsource to or consider partnering with.
1.
2.
3.

What are 3 areas your organisation can focus on in the long term?
1.
2.
3.

REFERENCES:
There are many resources available to assist you in expanding your organisation’s capacity to scale and
thrive in any economic environment, in any industry while being in synchronicity with the evolution of
business and technology.
How to U Turn a Downturn
Building Business Resilience in Difficult Times
5 Tips For Relaunching into Your Market
The Value of Diversification in Business Success
How to Thrive & Succeed in a Global Marketplace
Stop Just Surviving, Start Thriving

We can help support your organisation as you navigate the path to
success. A business is much like a person – those who contribute and
‘input’ into the collective skills and knowledge of it will determine how
effectively it can perform. If you are wondering how to get back on track,
go to our resources page on our website here, we can help you.
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